Sex disparity in COVID-19 infection and mortality
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ABSTRACT

The outbreak of Covid-19 is caused by a severe acute respiratory syndrome novel coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) that was officially reported in China at the end of December 2019, and is now spread across more than 180 countries worldwide. The source of this virus is not very clear; however, many research investigations speculated its origin from an unknown animal to humans. The sweep of viral infection is too high and the number of infected people is doubled every 3–10 days worldwide in the initial 6 months. Early data on Covid-19 suggests a higher infection and mortality rate among males as compared to females. In worldwide data analysis, we found that among European nations, viral infection in females is equal to or more than males, whereas in India, it is approximately thrice among males. When it comes to Covid-19 mortality, males are more susceptible than females across all regions with a few exceptions. In this article, we have discussed likely reasons for sex disparity in Covid-19 infection and mortality with a focus on India.
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INTRODUCTION

Severe acute respiratory syndrome – coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) is the cause of the present Covid-19 pandemic, resulting in more than 6.9 million cases (6,939,869) in 188 countries with the total number of 400,624 deaths (The center for system sciences and engineering, John Hopkins) as of June 7, 2020. This pandemic situation has put the world on standstill with unprecedented health as well as economic burden and forcing new-ways of daily life for the near future across the globe.

In India, it has been an evolving situation with more than 254,242 cases (7117 deaths) being reported over two months, which is substantially low as compared to the western countries, e.g. the USA, Italy and UK. Till now, it has been attributed to early Nation-Wide-Strict-Lockdown Enforcement (NWSLE) for the first 21 days, which was followed by additional phases of the strict lockdown of 19, 14 and 14 days, respectively. Additional lockdown of 30 days for phase 5 is currently ongoing. This is accompanied by hot-spot identification, sealing containment zones, and isolation and treatment of the patients. Further, finding connected people and self or enforced-quarantine by various administrative entities starting from national-provincial-district-town till the village level, may have effectively contained widespread infections in India.

Infection and mortality

According to the data released by the Ministry of Health, Government of India on April 7, 2020, 76% males were infected compared to 24% females. The data compiled till May 15, 2020, by the Global Health 50/50 (https://globalhealth5050.org/covid19/) an independent research initiative, which tracks and compiles information on gender and health on COVID-19 revealed that infections among males are relatively higher than females in most of the Asian and South American countries (Figure 1A). However, in most of the European populations, infections among females are either equal or more than males (Figure 1B). Indian gender-based data post April 2020 is not yet released. Global Health 50/50 figures on the basis of partial Indian data available till 30.04.2020 showed the death of 64% males and 36% females out of 1075 total deaths. Higher male death as compared to females has been found in almost all affected countries with the exception of Portugal (49% males) and Canada (47% males). The highest death ratio of males to females was found in Thailand (2.8), followed by Greece (2.2), Dominican Republic (2.2), The Netherlands (2.2) and Romania (2.0) (Global health 50/50 https://globalhealth5050.org/covid19/). According to the analysis of one of the big datasets published by the Chinese Centre for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), the infection in men and women in China was nearly equal but the death rate among men was 2.8 per cent, compared with 1.7 per cent among women (Surveillances, 2020). As per the Global health 50/50 data (https://globalhealth5050.org/covid19/), in the majority of the countries and among ethnic groups, mortality among males is consistently higher (Figure 2). It is interesting to note that in European countries such as Italy, Spain, France, Switzerland, Sweden, Germany, Austria, The Netherlands and in England, Covid-19 related deaths are higher among males in comparison to females despite higher viral infections among females (Figure 2A). In few countries, such as Estonia, Portugal and Canada, there is marginal (Figure 2B) increase in female deaths. This trend of gender-biased susceptibility and higher vulnerability of males to COVID-19 is puzzling to the scientists across the world. Different research groups all over the world are trying to come up with the possible answers through scientific explanations on the disparity in vulnerability, but also exercising caution before making conclusions. This is largely due to unknown nature, features and behavior of the virus, different immunity responses of the individuals and populations.
across the world. Still, there are no common agreeable reasons and the causes for differential susceptibility. However, it is clear that a more severe course of disease manifestation is associated with older age and co-morbidities. The systematic and in-depth scientific investigations taking into consideration of diverse angles will be needed to understand the disparity in male and female susceptibility. Comparative social status, lifestyle, job profile, health or diseases, hormone and genetics, may have a role in differential susceptibility. With the 1/5th of the world’s population and lower healthcare index, India is one of the most susceptible countries. In this work, we evaluated and analyzed the COVID-19 infection as well as mortality rates among males and females.

Figure 1: SARS-CoV-2 infections among males and females in various countries. A). Countries with more infections among males. B). Countries with equal or more infections among females. Data source: Global Health 50/50.
**Social scenario**

Social status, job profile, travel, time of staying indoors or outdoors for work for men and women might be playing an important role in their individual and relative exposure to the virus in various regions. The number of females in education and jobs is comparatively lower than males in India. Travel time and staying outside the home would be more for men than women. Besides this, the rate of participation in public gatherings and events by males is also comparatively more than females. Therefore, the chances of exposure to infectious particles can be more to males than females.
Moreover, the live-in before marriage in India is socially discouraged, that helps single people to live in isolation. However, relating these factors in the Indian context for Covid-19 susceptibility will be difficult as Indian society is dense and also enjoys more open social gatherings culturally, and therefore the chances of direct and indirect contacts are high. Nevertheless, lifestyle features of males and females in India may have a considerable role in the initial infection, the building of the viral load and thereby differential susceptibility to Covid-19. Addiction to tobacco or alcohol can significantly compromise human lung capacity and overall health. Co-morbidities due to Covid-19 in China were linked to smoking (Rabi et al. 2020), where 54% males compared to 2.6% females smoke tobacco (Liu et al. 2017). In India, 34.6% of adults (out of which 47.9% are males and 20.3% are females) are smokers and 14% adults use smoking tobacco, out of which 24.3% are males and 2.9% are females (India today May 31, 2019). This fits the recent analysis of gene expression data from Gene Expression Omnibus datasets of non-cancerous human lung and bronchial/airway epithelial cells, which shows a modest but significant increase in the expression of ACE2 and TMPRSS2 with smoking, but independent of gender (Baratchian et al. 2020).

Similarly, alcohol addiction poses detrimental effects on health. India’s per capita alcohol consumption in the year 2000-2001 was 0.82 liters, which was comparatively lower than per capita consumption in other countries such as Canada (8.26 liters), US (8.51 liters), and UK (10.39 liters) (WHO, 2004). However, the unrecorded per capita alcohol consumption in India after the year 1995 was predicted around 1.7 liters (WHO, 2004). The rate of consumption of alcohol of Indian men is more than women; 21% of adult men and 2% of women in India consume alcohol as per government statistics (Prasad, 2009). Except in tribal societies, self-restraint about the consumption of alcohol by women is a cultural norm in India (Prabhu et al. 2010). Broad population-level studies have persistently shown low alcohol consumption rate among Indian women, which ranged between 2 and 5% (Prabhu et al. 2010; Benegal et al. 2005).

The consumption of alcohol in the long term or chronic consumption was linked to heart diseases, liver diseases, liver cirrhosis besides pharynx, oral cavity and lip cancers (WHO, 2004). Alcohol causes 3.2% (~1.8 million deaths) of all annual deaths worldwide accounting for a disease burden of 4.0% (WHO, 2007). A case-control study showed that the consumption of alcohol was harmful to Indian men by increasing the risk of coronary heart disease (CHD) (Roy et al. 2010). Smoking and alcohol are also linked to respiratory diseases. Smoking and overconsumption of alcohol are associated with more than 20% of tuberculosis (TB) disease worldwide (Thomas et al. 2019). Past and current smoking, along with alcohol misuse, has combined effects on increasing the risk of unfavourable outcomes in TB treatment. Therefore, there is an urgent need of innovative interventions that should readily address both co-morbidities (Thomas et al. 2019). Incidentally, deaths occurring due to Covid-19 worldwide comprise a high proportion of co-morbidities. There is a possibility of association between addiction, co-morbidities and Covid-19, which needs further comprehensive investigation.

**Gender biased co-morbidities and Covid-19 outcome**

The disease progression, severity and mortality due to infectious agent can vary according to age, sex, physical status, underlying conditions, ethnic groups, countries and various other factors. Widespread health impacts have been witnessed due to the Covid-19 pandemic, signifying the people with underlying conditions being particularly the most vulnerable (Kluge et al. 2020). According to a recent report from Italy, co-morbidities and principally non-communicable diseases (NCDs) were found to be the main reason for the death of the majority of patients (96.2%) from Covid-19 (Italy report 2020).
www.epicentro.iss.it). In these patients, the most prevailing NCDs were, 69·2%-hypertension followed by 31·8%-type 2 diabetes, 28·2%-ischemic heart disease, 16·9%-chronic obstructive pulmonary disease and 16·3%-cancer (Italy report 2020 www.epicentro.iss.it). The connection of NCDs to Covid-19 vulnerability is also reported in the USA (Richardson et al. 2020), China (Surveillances, 2020) and Spain (Instituto de Salud Carlos III 2020). Older age with pre-existing co-morbidities has also played a significant role in several deaths due to Covid-19 (Jordan et al. 2020). According to the WHO report 2015, NCDs (lung and heart diseases, diabetes, stroke and cancer) cause almost 5.8 million deaths in India, which means 1 out of every 4 Indians is at the risk of dying from NCD by the time of reaching 70 years of age. As per the Ministry of Health, Government of India April 2020 statement on COVID-19 pandemic, 86% death cases exhibited co-morbidity related to hypertension, heart-related problems, chronic kidney issues and diabetes. Elderly people form a high-risk population as 63 per cent deaths were observed among them, which comprised 19 per cent of the positive cases. In addition, 37% deaths were of age less than 60 years. About 86% death cases of co-morbidities also include young people with co-morbidities indicating them as high-risk group for Covid-19. Therefore, taking into consideration of these big numbers, extra precautions will be needed to protect people with underlying co-morbidities and prevent them from contracting the virus. The prevalence of NCDs like hypertension, type 2 diabetes, ischemic heart disease, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease and cancer is high in men than women (Jin et al. 2020, Yang et al., 2020). The incidence of cardiovascular diseases is more in males and Covid-19 infected individuals without cardiovascular dysfunctions have a better prognosis; however, these effects till now are under investigation because of their multi-factorial etiology (Conti and Younes, 2020).

Pathophysiology of Covid-19

A variety of different factors at the level of host-pathogen interactions are important for successful entry, adaptation and survival of the infectious agents in the host body. The structure and functional characteristics of infectious agent and response of host decides the course of progression and the severity of the disease. SARS-CoV-2 is a single-stranded enveloped RNA virus that has a positive-sense RNA genome. It has four important structural proteins (envelope (E), membrane (M), spike (S) and nucleocapsid (N)) (Schoeman and Fielding, 2019). Out of these, the N and S proteins play a key role in the entire viral structural development including capsid and host cell attachment, respectively (Siu et al., 2008; Walls et al., 2020). The two host proteins which are responsible for the entry of virus into the host cells are ACE2 and TMPRSS2 (Hoffmann, 2020). The protease (serine protease encoded by TMPRSS2) activates the spike protein to induce virus-cell membrane fusion at the cell surface at ACE2 and facilitates the entry of coronaviruses into the host cell (Shirato K et al. 2013; Gierer S et al. 2013, Hoffman et al. 2020). After the viral antigen is detected, and antigen is presented to the cytotoxic T cells and Natural killer cells, both innate and adaptive immunity get activated. There is an increase in monocytes and macrophages and release of pro-inflammatory cytokines IL-1, IL-6, IL-8 and TNF-alpha. When this immune response is massive, it’s called cytokine storm, which can lead to organ failure. In Covid-19 patients, the cytokine storm has been observed due to impaired viral clearance because of low levels of type I interferons (IFN), leading to rapid viral replication in that window during which increased pyroptosis is triggered leading to a massive release of inflammatory mediators (Soy et al. 2020; Coperchini F et al. 2020). This cytokine storm initiates a strong cytotoxic activity through increased neutrophil extracellular traps (NETs) and also directing cytotoxic T cells and NK cells to the infected cells and organs.
Probable molecular basis of gender disparity in Covid-19 outcome

Current data on infection and mortality suggest a clear advantage to women over men in terms of protection against Covid-19. This disparity may be as a result of the presence of advantageous factors in women as compared to men. Studies suggest that there are many differences between men and women in the immune response to Covid-19 infection and inflammatory diseases. Women, compared to men, are less susceptible to viral infections based on different innate immunity (Klein and Flanagan, 2016). The basis of the genetic difference between male and female is always sought after to address the gender disparity to various infections. There are two X chromosomes (46,XX) in women, whereas men have only one (46,XY). The presence of two X chromosomes in women emphasizes the immune system even if one is inactive. An extra X chromosome makes women’s immune system stronger than men’s (Migeon, 2006; Migeon, 2007). This extra X chromosome is very valuable for crucial functions like building and maintenance of the human brain and immune system (JunXua et al. 2006; Libert et al. 2010). XX chromosomes can be advantageous for women in some aspects. As a result of this, women have less susceptibility to disorders such as colour blindness. Women’s immune system battles well against invading infectious microbes and malignant cells. The immune regulatory genes encoded by the X-chromosome in women causes lower viral load levels, and less inflammation than men, while CD4+ T-cells are higher with better immune response. In addition, antibodies remain in circulation for longer in women compared to men (Conti and Younes, 2020). Interestingly, ACE2 escapes X chromosome inactivation (Carrel and Willard 2005). In addition, antibodies at high level that remain in circulation for longer are usually produced in women. The women’s immune cell activation levels are higher than men’s, which is interconnected with the activation of Toll-like receptor 7 (TLR7) and IFN production (Conti and Younes, 2020). Progesterone plays an important role in immune system modulation and functions apart from its primary sexual role. Progesterone also mediates stimulatory and suppressive roles in immune responses. Progesterone receptors are primarily expressed by T and NK cells, but recent studies detected them on dendritic and mesenchymal stem cells, where they suppress Th1 cytokine secretion and increase Th2 cytokine secretion. Progesterone also mediates suppression of T cell cytotoxicity, T-reg cells and inhibits the activity of NK cells by the downregulation of IFN-ϒ (Butts et al. 2007; Zhao et al. 2012; Enninga E et al. 2014; Arruvito et al. 2008). Moreover, X chromosome has loci which code for the genes implicated in the regulatory cells of the immune system (such as FOXP3, regulator and transcription factor for T-reg cells). Regulatory T-cells (T-regs) modulate the function of effector T cells (by suppressing cytotoxic T cells and other immune effector cells like CD4+, CD8+ T cells and B cells), either through suppressor cytokines like TGF-beta and IL10 or by direct interaction with antigen presenting cells /dendritic cells, thereby helping in overall control of autoimmune responses and chronic inflammation (Caridade et. al. 2013). These differences of hormones may render females for better immunomodulation and suppression of inflammation than males, and hence females are in a better position than males when it comes to managing the cytokine storm and inflammation in the context of COVID-19. Immune system can be influenced by the X-chromosome through action on several other proteins, including CXCR3, CD40L and TLR8, which can be over-expressed in women and influence the response to viral infections and vaccinations. However, women may have to pay the cost for the aggressive immune system by becoming vulnerable to autoimmune diseases. The biallelic expression of X-linked genes can encourage detrimental inflammatory and autoimmune responses (Conti and Younes, 2020). The likelihood of attacking one’s own immune system is more in females than males, which happens in conditions such as autoimmune thyroiditis, multiple sclerosis, lupus, Sjögren’s
syndrome and rheumatoid arthritis (Moalem, 2020). It has been shown that the pre-condition of autoimmune disease may increase the risk of COVID-19 severity (Favalli EG, 2020). However, the disparity of women vs men for COVID-19 considers all the female populations where the frequency of any autoimmune disease would be obviously very low (Counti and Younes 2020). Nevertheless, these effects are still under study. For a comprehensive view, we rather suggest a dedicated editorial on this topic. As it is very well known that type 1 IFN is antiviral cytokine and is also involved in autoimmune disorders (such as systemic lupus erythematosus –in case of juvenile-onset). The role of IFNs in the context of COVID-19 outcome in female patients would be interesting to explore as plasmacytoid dendritic cells (pDC) from healthy women produce more type 1 IFN upon TLR7 signaling than males (Webb et al, 2019).

A unique human model consisting of Turner syndrome (i.e. female with missing or partially missing X-chromosome) and transgender on cross-sectional hormone therapy (i.e. males by birth on female hormone therapy and females by birth on male hormone therapy with normal pairs of chromosomes) allowed to dissect the direct correlation between X-chromosome numbers and the type 1 IFN response through more activated pDC and higher TLR7 gene expression in immune cells found in females (Webb et al, 2019).

Therefore, it is clear that women who are more prone to the auto-immune disorders (because of more type 1 IFN response), would have more protective first line innate immune response (through TLR7 and type 1 IFN) against the virus, which could very well relate to the gender biased outcome of COVID-19 and is worth investigating further.

**Male: An expensive gender**

Male is an expensive gender. They need more resources right from the conception to the adulthood. The biology of this unique phenomenon is not very well understood, but there are scientific evidences in this favour. For example, under stress conditions, pregnant females give birth to more females than males in mice (Dama et al, 2011), in squirrels (Ryan et al., 2012) and humans (Hesketh and Xing 2006) also, i.e. leading to a change in the sex ratio. The quantification of costs for production of female versus male offspring in any given species among mammals is hard (Frank 1990). However, greater nutritional demands, bigger size, and high developmental rates of male offspring usually require greater immediate energy investment (Gomendio et al. 1990; Redondo et al. 1992; Koskela et al. 2009; Ryan et al., 2012). Wars and droughts have been shown to result in altered sex ratio (Hesketh and Xing 2006; Flate and Kotsadam, 2014). The demography of the Y-chromosome showed a sharp reduction of effective males worldwide during 4-8 thousand years (Karmin et al. 2015). Although different findings show contradictory results for male versus female births (Hesketh and Xing 2006; Flatø and Kotsadam, 2014), the reasons for such sex ratio alterations at birth remain unknown (Hesketh and Xing 2006). It will be interesting to see the effect of overall stress of COVID-19 pandemic on sex ratio at birth. However, it will be difficult to exactly predict the scenario of the sex ratio at birth; nevertheless, from the previous studies, the speculation is that the stress generated because of COVID-19 and associated pandemic situation may skew the sex ratio to more female births. We will have to wait for the actual data that would provide a clear picture in this regard (Dama 2011; Gomendio et al.1990; Redondo 1992; Koskela et al. 2009; Ryan et al. 2012; Hesketh and Xing. 2006)

**Conclusion**

There is a continuous rise in the number of affected individuals due to COVID-19, warranting for simultaneous and multiple efforts on different fronts of vaccination and drug discovery. Different types of drugs are being constantly tried and
tested in clinical trials. However, drugs with 100% efficacy approved by FDA are not yet available. The current approach is mainly dependent on symptom-based treatment and provision of organ support to the severely affected individuals. Research efforts are underway to discover novel drugs and vaccines against this virus. Certain drugs, for instance, SARS-CoV-2 receptor blockers, hydroxychloroquine (for the treatment of malaria), monoclonal antibodies, anti-IL-1 and anti-IL-6, anti-inflammatory drugs (against rheumatic diseases), the remdesivir (analogue adenosine, effective against ebola), are currently considered promising. However, the side effects of these drugs on humans are a major concern. Plant-based medicines and other natural, non-toxic drugs could find promise as treatment alternatives. Trials of a variety of vaccines are being conducted with a hope to provide protection, but vaccines with full proof accuracy against this virus are yet to be identified. Knowledge about the protective factors in women as compared to men may help in identifying resistance factors and drug targets. Therefore, there is a need for research and development efforts focusing on sex-based disparity in Covid-19 infection and mortality. The outcomes of these findings are anticipated to provide accurate identification of resistance factors and innovative strategies to fight against this dreadful virus.
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